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Lesson 7: Shooting
Introduction
Coaches should teach that everyone is a shooter. Develop strong and creative shooting techniques with all of your players.
This can be the most fun they’ll have in practice. While most of the other skills taught are position-specific, players at every
position should participate in shooting instruction. The more shooting threats you have, the more dangerous your team
becomes in transition. So stock up on balls, and let them have some fun developing their shooting skills.

Teaching the skill:
Fundamentals
The fundamental, overhand shot should be taught from stationary positions and also on the run, right-handed and lefthanded.
Instruct your shooter to position himself towards the feeder.
Position his hands so that his elbows are up when he shoots.
Control his release point and follow-through.
Make him aware of the goalie’s position, so he’s not firing aimlessly. Observe the position of the goalie and instruct your
shooter to aim where goalie isn’t. He should survey the goal before shooting at it.
At this level teach your players the value of throwing fakes, especially in point-blank territory. Practice faking high, and
shooting low - or faking low, and shooting high - in multiple combinations.
Torque is an important shooting tool players should begin to develop. When working with a shooter, have him generate
his shot from his hips and legs. His shooting motion should mimic that of a baseball pitcher, where his lower body remains
aligned with the target, but his hips swing back for momentum. His front foot should be firmly planted before releasing.
The shot is not over once it is released. Get your shooter in the habit of seeking rebounds, or chasing errant shots. Following
his shot could unearth another opportunity, or a better second shot.
Practice using the non-dominant hand. Emphasize that the shooting motion be identical in both hands for accuracy, and that
the velocity will follow. When he goes home, have him stand in front of a mirror and mimic his shooting position, motion
and follow-through so that it’s the same in both hands.
Finally, have your players study an opposing goalie to know the areas in which he is most
vulnerable. That should be their target.
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Level 1 discussed the bounce shot, one of the most fundamental shots.
It’s also
considered a very effective shot, regardless of level. Take the time to review with your
players the importance of surveying the terrain in front of a goal for potential skip points,
aiming for a spot a few feet in front of the cage where the ball can bounce high or skip
low.
Also, review for them a mix of arm angles such as overhand, three-quarter arm, side arm
and underhand. As you start with overhand and proceed through underhand, the shots
increase in velocity, but decrease in accuracy. At this level, do not proceed to other shots
until accuracy has been achieved.
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Side Arm Shot:
With this shot, your shooter’s arms should be extended further out from the body than a standard overhand, and the stick
should be lowered to the side of the body at hip level. With his hands at hip level 8 to 12 inches apart, the player should
snap his wrist hard and follow through by sliding his top hand down to the bottom hand upon his release.

Behind the Back:
A player must master other shots before learning this more advanced shot. It is functional however, and not just for show.
This shot is used when a player is beyond the angle for a good shot on goal and cannot get back in front of the goal to
switch hands for a three-quarter arm shot.
The following steps are for a behind-the-back shot for a right-handed shooter on the right side of the goal.
The stick should be in the box position by the ear and shoulder.
The shooter should rotate his shoulders in the direction of his stick-side shoulder, which is towards the goal.
The top hand pulls the stick towards the shooter’s back or towards the goal, while the bottom hands pushes out to create
a snapping action.
The ball is released off the opposite shoulder with the stick behind the back.
Five points for your player to remember in any shooting motion:
He should learn how his stick throws to improve accuracy. Some pockets have greater “whip,” while others have a quicker
release. Knowing the stick’s tendencies will help your shooter determine his release point.
He should practice shuffling between a receiving and shooting position, until the motion becomes second nature.
Extend his arms, and elbows, away from his body.
Instruct him to use his core muscles to torque his body
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He should always finish his shot by following through, toward the goal.
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Boys can improve shooting by spending time throwing the ball hard to a partner about 20 yards apart. Tennis courts work
well for this, as the fence behind comes in handy. Everyone should be wearing equipment, particularly a helmet. Have
players throwing overhand and three quarters, use both hands. With accurate, hard passing, players should understand
their sticks. Basically, if the ball goes down on your pass, the pocket is too deep or shooting strings are too tight; if the ball
is errant up, the pocket is too shallow or the shooting strings are too loose. Some stringing may need to be adjusted.

Error Detection and Correction
Error: Your player is “pushing” his shot.
Correction: He’s not following through. Emphasize to him the importance of snapping his top wrist when shooting.
Error: Your player is predictable around the crease, too often faking high and dropping low on his shots.
Correction: This may look good, but it’s an easy save for the goalie. Encourage finishing with the stick high, depending on
the goalie’ s respective strengths and weaknesses.
Error: All the shots during a given game are high, and are repeatedly saved.
Correction: Drill your players in bounce shots during the ensuing practice. Though they may have other shots in their
arsenal now, the bounce shot is still most deceptive, as the ground can be unpredictable.
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Error: Shots are off target
Correction: Take him step-by-step through the fundamental hand position and body motions. Either his hands are misplaced
on the stick or his body is not pointed toward the target (his torque is too much or not enough upon shooting).
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